SENSYS 2013 TRAVEL GRANTS FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

With the support from UBICITEC a limited number of Student Travel Grants are available to broader participation in the ACM Conference on Embedded Networked Sensor Systems by supporting students with interest in sensor network research. Some extra grants are available for students part of UBICITEC community.

IMPORTANT DATES
Application Deadline: Friday October 4th
Notification of Acceptance: Monday October 7th

ELIGIBILITY

The support is intended to partially cover the costs of attending the conference. Eligible costs include conference registration, transportation and lodging. Students receiving travel awards maybe expected to volunteer at ACM SenSys 2013. Such volunteer tasks will not interfere if not in a minimal way with attendance of sessions.

Selection of students will be in accordance with the following guidelines:
- The applicant must be a current student at a recognized higher education institution;
- The applicant field of study must be related to SenSys

HOW TO APPLY
The student must send an e-mail to sensys2013@cse.tamu.edu with Subject “SenSys student travel grant application”, cc-ing the advisor.
The email must include the following information
Name
University
Address
Email
Advisor Name
Research topic
Degree Sought
Whether there are documents (e.g., VISA) the student needs to obtain to be able to attend the conference
Is your research funded by an active grant?
Are you presenting a paper at SenSys 2013 or at a related event?
Are you an UBICITEC http://www.ubicitec.org member (only to apply for reserved extra grants)?

Successful applicants will receive an email with instruction on how to receive partial refunds for the expenses which will be issued to the person or institution that covered the expenses.